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ABSTRACT: Facing an ever increasingly competitive market, manufacturing companies, including textile 

companies, must make changes to improve their operations. In this study, an integrated framework for increasing 

productivity has been developed by combining six sigma, lean, and Theory of Constraints (TOC) method. This 

integrated model shows a step-by-step guide using the original methodologies from each discipline and illustrates 

how those methods can complement each other to improve performance. The integrated model of TOC, Lean, and 

Six Sigma approach combines waste elimination, evaluated constraint, and continuous improvement technique. 

A case study of the textile industry (PT. X) implementation is presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia is one of the countries where the apparel industry's development has become the center of world 

attention. The word "apparel" can be interpreted as clothing, garment, or outerwear, which adorns or covers. The 

development of the apparel industry is different from other manufacturing industries. The apparel industry itself 

is closely related to the lifestyle, fashion, and culture of the area. Thus, the development of style is speedy and 

erratic. Indonesia's textile industry enjoyed positive growth throughout 2019, with exports valued at US$13.8 

billion, an increase from US$10 billion in 2018, and making the country one of the largest textile producers in the 

world. Internal constraints still hit the Indonesian textile industry and hampered its export potential. One of the 

potential problems many textile industries face is the amount of waste and constraints, which reduces their overall 

productivity and efficiency [1]. 

Challenges and global competition have forced all firms worldwide to search for appropriate strategies to increase 

their level of productivity to be more competitive, both locally or internationally [2-5]. This research takes a case 

study in one of the manufacturing industries in Indonesia, namely PT X. The problems faced by this textile 

company are how to reduce obstacles, waste and increase company productivity. PT X is a company that produces 

many different styles of clothing every day. To fulfill this demand, PT X must deliver as many goods as demanded. 

Providing optimal production means having low waste, and there are no constraints. Currently, PT X has used its 

method to obtain the optimal amount of production. However, until now, there are still constraints in producing 

on time. The problem that needs the most attention is the amount of output that cannot reach the amount that 

should be made. Therefore, the company cannot meet the demand when it is due. When that happens, companies 

usually act by contacting customers to extend the due date. PT X's business model is business to business, meaning 

that customers are companies or other parties who also do other companies, such as wholesalers or direct suppliers. 

In quality management area, various continuous improvement strategies have been developed and implemented 

to improve the performance of manufacturing systems [6]. Many process improvement methodologies appear to 

conflict with each other or downplay other methods’ contributions. This montage of tools and philosophies creates 

the illusion of conflicting strategies. This paper examines three different approaches, Theory of Constraints 

(TOC), lean, and six sigma, to improve manufacturing system performance. We first review these three strategies 

and the processes involved in each design. The possibility of integrating them to enhance the performance of the 

manufacturing system is examined. We then applied this integrated approach to a manufacturing company in the 
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textile industry. The effects of this integrated approach are discussed, and finally, suggestions are made for 

implementing this integrated approach. 

Over that last decade, the lean concept has become well-known in the production systems of industries. According 

to previous studies, industries that implemented the lean manufacturing system witnessed production performance 

better than their competitors in terms of quality and cost [2, 7, 8]. However, adopting the lean concept is 

challenging for manufacturing industries, especially in companies that lack resources, tools, and techniques to 

implement this concept. By applying lean tools in the manufacturing industry, the seven lean wastes such as 

overproduction, re-work, excess movement, transportation, excess inventory, waiting time, and defects can be 

reduced significantly, increasing productivity [8-10]. In manufacturing mainly, six sigma is the most popular 

continuous improvement business strategy [11-13]. Six Sigma is a statistical data-driven approach that works 

project by project and incorporates qualified tools to supplement lean methodology [12,13]. Motorola pioneered 

six Sigma in 1987, and since then, it is being adopted widely by manufacturing and service organizations [14]. 

Six Sigma’s principal idea is that if the imperfections can be measured, the solution can be planned to eliminate 

them [11,15]. It is a statistical approach that reduces defects up to 3.4 per million opportunities [12,14,16]. 

Six sigma brings structure to the improvement process by providing users with a more detailed outline of Deming's 

plan-do-check-act cycle by guiding initiatives through a five-stage define-measure-analyzes-improvement-control 

(DMAIC) cycle [11] Training of key staff is critical to following the DMAIC cycle effectively and achieving 

significant results, such as support from senior management if the initiative takes root. Management must play an 

active role in project selection for the newly trained six sigma team’s focus and ensure that all necessary resources 

are available [12, 17]. The lean tools in the system itself can improve the productivity of the organization [10]. 

Another study from Snee [18] implies that lean improvement projects can be managed using the DMAIC 

methodology. He supports six sigma and lean as a model that captures the philosophy of continuous improvement 

and the deep knowledge system proposed by Deming. Many researchers [19-23] have discussed integrating lean 

manufacturing and six sigma to form lean six sigma as the latest quality management concept. The integration of 

both models will facilitate zero-defect manufacturing in organizations complemented by eliminating non-value-

added activities, which leads to more outstanding results than either system can achieve alone [18, 20,22]. 

Different than those two methods above, the thinking processes of Theory of Constraint (TOC) describes a series 

of four steps to define the core conflict correctly: identify a list of undesirable effects, generate three conflict 

clouds from the list of unwanted effects, construct a generic conflict cloud from the three clouds, and build a 

current reality tree that shows both the core conflict and how it inevitably leads to the undesirable effects that are 

being experienced by the customer [24-26]. Based on Nave’s study [27], the typical way of integration between 

TOC and six sigma is to identify the restriction or constraint of the company and use six sigma to reduce its 

variation or solve the problem. So, six sigma can be used to eliminate the constraint by solving the problem from 

undesirable effects. The main advantages of combining the three approaches are the restriction is analyzed, 

measured, and controlled by a set of statistical tools, thus increasing the understanding of the problem and 

decisions. A single business area will not choose the six sigma project, but by the overall view that the TOC will 

generate the project outcomes throughout the system [28]. The integrated method of TOC, lean, and six sigma is 

applied to optimize the continuous improvement [29]. The core method of the integrated model is six sigma. Six 

sigma is used to improve the quality of the product, system process, and employee. While TOC is used to find the 

constraint in production runs and Lean is to identify the waste. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Integration model  

By using six sigma as a core method to solve the problems, the DMAIC approach is used and integrated with the 

TOC and lean thinking method. The DMAIC approach is as follows: 

Define the problem 

The define phase is integrated with the first phase of lean and TOC. The first phase of TOC is ‘identify the 

constraint.’ In this first phase of six sigma, the project leaders create a “Project Charter,” create a high-level view 
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of the process and begin to understand the needs of the customers of the process. The problem statement for this 

define phase is getting from TOC and lean thinking. TOC logic tree is used to know the constraint and convert it 

into problem statement as goals. And as for the lean thinking process, we focus on reducing the waste by 

identifying those waste of Lean in production runs, including what, when, why, where, who, and how is the waste. 

Those data of waste are getting from the interview and analyzing the operation process in production runs. To 

integrate with lean, by identifying the seven of waste as an objective-based on lean thinking and combining it with 

the six sigma approach, the lean tool for this define phase is value stream mapping (VSM). The VSM based on 

the current situation will help determine the non-value-added activity (waste). VSM is focused on the value of 

customer focus. By using VSM, it will support the 5W1H method that used to identify the waste. 

Measure 

The measure stage’s objectives are defining the process, ensuring the specific process, representing a reliable 

means of measuring the process, establishing the process baseline, and validating data for drawing meaning 

conclusions [26]. For this phase, the measuring tools used are statistical data of defect, ironed jeans, and area for 

numbering. The level sigma will also be calculated here. The focus of integrating Lean and Six Sigma is to reduce 

waste. Thus, the statistical data of the defect will be used.  Another measuring tool to measure waste is balance 

delay. Balance delay is the amount of idle time on production assembly lines. This balance delay could be caused 

by different capacities and times for workstation and uneven division of work among operators. By calculating 

the value of balance delay, the percentage of waste time on the process is found. Data of cycle times and efficiency 

line must be calculated to measure balance delay. 

Analyze 

Based on Keller and Pyzdek [14], one of the analysis phase's key objectives is to identify ways to eliminate the 

current performance and desire performance gap. The integrated method of TOC and six sigma is shown by 

integrating the second phase of TOC into this analyze step. Based on Goldratt [24], the second phase in TOC’s 

objective is to achieve the best possible output from the constraint by removing limitations that constrain the flow. 

Thus, this phase will be integrated with analyze phase of six sigma. Another analyze tools we used is the cause 

and effect diagram. Cause and effect diagram are tools used to organize and graphically display all the knowledge 

group has relating to a particular problem [14]. The cause and effect diagram is used to analyze the constraint and 

waste in production runs. The possible causes of a given problem grouped according to rational categories will be 

shown by applying the cause and effect diagram, or so-called fishbone diagram. 

Improve 

The primary objective of the improve stage of DMAIC is to implement a new system. The first consideration is 

prioritizing the various opportunities if more than one proposal exists [11, 14]. In this phase, TOC’s combining 

step is shown by integrating 3rd stage and fourth of TOC. In the 3rd stage of five focusing steps of TOC, once the 

decision on d how to exploit the constraint in the previous stage of TOC has been mad, subordinate everything 

else to that decisions. This stage of TOC is to aim the process of improvement system. So, that stage of TOC is 

presented in this improving phase of six sigma. Not only the 3rd stage of the five focusing step of TOC, but the 

4th stage is also presented concurrently with the improvement stage of six sigma. The 4th phase of TOC is to 

elevate the constraint, which means to fix the system from constraint. The improve stage of six sigma also can be 

integrated with the 4th stage of TOC. This stage is not fully applied in PT X because of the limitation of time and 

permission. So, to achieve the objective, which is proposing better conditions, the new standardized work or SOP 

will be presented in this stage. 

Control 

To institutionalize the new plan, the control sheet will be proposed. This control sheet will also support the new 

proposed condition in PT X for daily activity. The integration model can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The integration model of TOC, lean, and six sigma 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

DMAIC is one of the continuous improvement tools focusing more on consumer views. By integrating this method 

with lean and TOC, the purpose is to make a better production condition by looking from customer and 

organizational viewpoint. This six sigma approach uses the DMAIC method as the primary method to be 

integrated with lean and TOC. 

An integrated method of six sigma, lean thinking and TOC  

Define phase 

Define phase is the first phase of DMAIC. The objectives of this phase in this case study are to find the problem 

on production runs. Using lean method thinking and the six sigma approach, this define phase is used to see what 

kind and specific waste in production runs. The seven lean waste was described by applying the 5W1H method 

and value stream mapping for the current condition. Waste of waiting was shown in the sewing process. This 

waste happens when the worker must wait for another part from the sewing line's previous process. Same as a 

waste of waiting, to define what kind and specific information about the waste of transportation, the 5W1H method 

is used together with value stream mapping current condition (Figure 2). The waste of transportation was shown 

when a worker from the bar tagging process found there were many jeans they need to iron. Some operators did 

the ironing process with different area processing. 

The specific waste of over processing in production runs is very connected with the waste of transportation. In the 

define phase, the same as a waste of transportation, this waste was found on bar tagging process. The difference 

is if the transportation waste happened because the ironing shouldn't be done again in PT X but did by the vendor. 

Waste of motion happened in the sewing process when the operator needs to check the number on the part they 

need to sew. In the define phase of DMAIC, the same as other waste, using the 5W1H method and value stream 

mapping based on a current condition is to find the specific information about this waste. Waste of waiting occurs 

because of the number that the operator stick was not in the exact place. Therefore, the sewing operator must flip 

the part and look for it. Waste of defect is shown mostly in the sewing process. In this define phase, the waste of 

defect is specifically described. This waste occurred because the worker couldn't process what customers ordered 

based on company standards. To know the root cause of this waste, the cause and effect diagram will be presented 

in analyze phase. 
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Figure 2. The value stream mapping current condition 

This define phase of DMAIC is integrated with the first step of five focus step TOC. Other than defining the waste 

as a problem, the constraint from every situation in the present times is figured out by using TOC current reality 

tree (Figure 3). By placing the core problem and link the undesirable effect that occurs in this present time, the 

constraint is found. From this tree, the constraint that needs to remove first is consists of two kinds of constraints. 

Those are management or operational constraint and physical constraint. The operational constraints occur 

because there is no standardized work of the sewing process for the operator and standardizes the numbering 

process. Unlike the operational constraint, the physical constraint occurs because there are jeans that need to be 

re-ironed again after receiving it from the washing company. 

 

Figure 3. Current reality tree 

Measure phase 

The next phase of DMAIC is the measure phase. In this phase, the level of sigma is measured. Based on the 

measurement, the average of level sigma is 3.77. Because the level sigma is lower than six, the company still 

needs improvement to achieve a higher level. Level sigma is calculated based on the DPMO value. The 

measurement for the waste of defect is by using P chart (Figure 4) to know if the defect is still in control or not. 

A statistical chart could measure the same as a waste of defect, waste of transportation, and over-processing. As 

a result, ironed jeans' data is still in control, except the first and second days of the month, due to the new year 

holiday. For the waste of movement, the statistical pie chart is used to measure it. Know the area of the cutting 

pattern is essential to make the right SOP. The most used area for numbering is on the low side of the part. Because 

the numbering operator mostly uses this area, it assumed that the sewing operator was more used. In the SOP 

latter, this area will be the exact area to do the numbering. If all those wastes are using a statistical chart, the 

waiting time is measured using a balance delay for the sewing line. The total balance delay for the sewing line is 

10.43%. This value means that this measurement is based on the current situation in line. This number implies 

total times to produce the goods, and there are more than 10% of idle times. 
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Figure 4. The P chart of defect (after revision) 

Analyze phase 

The analyze phase is a phase to find the root cause of every problem seen in the define phase and measure. By 

using the cause-and-effect diagram, the root cause of waste is figured out. The root cause is based on material, 

workforce, and operational aspects for the waste of waiting. Look at the operative part, the SOP of sewing is not 

clear and detail for the operator, but more focus on the supervisor. The operator from the sewing line sometimes 

was lack of thorough, and skill. The thread material could also be a root cause of this waste; because of inadequate 

quality, the operator needs to install the thread again. 

 

For cause-and-effect diagram of waste of transportation and over-processing, the root cause is similar. The aspect 

of goods and operational is considered a root cause. The difference is only in aspect location that the ironing area 

is different than the bar tagging process, but they have the same operator to do it. One of the other reasons from 

an operational view is that there is no inspection before the washed jeans are sent to the bar tagging process. For 

waste of motion, the operational aspect becomes the primary root cause. The company does not standardize the 

numbering process, and this causes the operator from the numbering process to mostly place the number 

differently for every part. For waste of defect (Figure 5), the root cause is that the fabric and thread have bad 

quality. The skill and condition of the worker are also considered. The focus is more on the supervisor from the 

SOP, and sometimes the supervisor's command was understandable. 

 

Figure 5. Cause & effect diagram for waste of defect 

The TOC method is integrated with the analyze phase of DMAIC. In this phase, the constraint must be exploited 

or removed. Based on Goldratt (1990) mentioned in his book, a managerial constraint should not be exploited but 

eliminated, and physical constraint must be exploited to make the constraint as useful as possible. In analyze 

phase, the conclusion is that standardized work of task sewing, and numbering must be made. 

Improve phase 

The next phase is improving stage. In this phase, a better condition is proposed. The analyze phase is a phase to 

find the root cause of every problem seen in the define phase and measure. For waste of waiting, because in the 
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measurement phase, the balance delay is computed, to reduce its value by separating the line from one line 

consisting of four main sewing processes, into four lines for every primary process. By looking up the measure 

and analyze phase, the used improvement method improves the balance delay and makes a standardized work 

chart for every line. To improve the balance delay, workers do not need to wait many times in process runs by 

separating the line and using a pull system. Establish the new pull system is to remove the waste of waiting on 

four main sewing processes. The balance delay for every sewing line is computed. For the small part process, the 

value of balance delay is 10.07%. For the front part, the sewing line is 5.43%, the back part sewing line is 9.4%, 

and for the glass joint sewing process, the value of balance a delay is 4.89%. 

 

Figure 6. Standard operating procedure for the numbering process 

A cause and effect diagram is used to analyses the root cause of a waste of motion. Based on it, no standardization 

of sewing and numbering is mostly mentioned. So, every line sewing and SOP standardization for the numbering 

process is proposed in this improve phase (Figure 6).  For the waste of motion, one of the root causes is there is 

no standardized work for numbering. In the present condition, PT X does not put the standardization procedure 

for the operator. So, rather than using the standardization work chart, the new SOP is proposed. One of the reasons 

is that there is only one job in the numbering workstation, which is numbering the part. In analyze phase, based 

on the cause and effect diagram, some of the root cause is that the SOP of sewing is not clear for the operator. By 

using those SOP, operators sometimes forgot about the standard of work they need to do. Even the supervisor 

commands the operator to work based on what they told; the command itself is sometimes confusing. To reduce 

the waste, by proposed the standardized work chart for four primary sewing processes, the operator should know 

more about the sewing standardize they need to do. 

Going to the ironing area and back again is a waste of transportation; in the proposed condition, different operators 

will do the ironing process to remove these wastes. If it just to remove the waste of transportation, the ironing 

tools could move on to the bar tagging table area. But, because there is a waste of over-processing and constraints 
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that affect the other process, the ironing process should be done separately with the bar tagging process. For the 

waste of transportation, over-processing, and physical constraint, the new workstation using a pull system is 

proposed. In this system, the received jeans from the washing company are delivered to the buttoning process. 

After the buttoning process, the other worker inspects to find if those jeans need to iron or not. If yes, it will be 

pulled and sent to the ironing workstation. If not, they will push it directly into the bar tagging process. By using 

a pull system, the Kanban must be presented to support the system. Thus, the new red tag (Figure 7) is also 

proposed to help the operator recognize the type of part. The future value stream mapping is shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 7. Red tags 

 

Figure 8. The future value stream mapping 

In this stage, the constraint itself should be removed or exploit first. By making the standardized work chart for 

sewing and SOP for numbering, the constraint is removed. For the physical constraint, the way to exploit it is to 

focus on jeans that need an ironing process that does not bother the other process. By making the separate 

workstation for ironing, this constraint will not disturb the other process.  

Control phase 

The control checklists (Figure 9) will be used here to check the sewing line using pull up system and ironing 

process that used pull up system. Those checklists contain data from the used red tag to control the production 

runs’ material or part flow. 

 

Process:       Ironing       Bar tagging Date: __ Name: __ 

No. Red Tag No. PO Quantity 
Processed Finished 

Yes No Yes No 

       

       

       

       

Figure 9. Control checklist 

If the constraint is removed in the control phase of DMAIC, the constraint could be elevated. Look up the current 

reality tree, the lowest constraint from the tree is already remove and exploit, so because TOC is continuous 

improvement, the next lowest constraint will be taken. If, in the process, there is a new undesirable effect that 
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affects the other constraint, the new undesirable effect must be placed again in TOC and start from the first step 

again without replacing the removed or exploited constraint. 

CONCLUSION 

The combination of the three disciplines, six sigma, lean, and Theory of Constraints, has been demonstrated in 

this study to be used in textile manufacturing companies. In the production process using TOC, there are two 

kinds of constraints: operational constraints and physical constraints. Operational constraints occur due to a lack 

of standardization of work from the sewing and buttoning processes. Physical constraints arise because workers 

still need to do things done by other parties (washing companies). Waste in the production process is identified 

during the define phase, using the 5W1H and current value flow mapping. A waste of waiting and motion is found 

in the sewing process, as well as defects. Excess transportation and processing wastes are identified in the 

buttoning process. DMAIC is used to reduce waste. In the first phase, waste in the production process is 

determined using the current 5W1H and VSM. A causal diagram of each waste can be used for the analysis stage 

by presenting the current condition and measuring it with statistical data. By knowing the root cause, waste in the 

production process can be reduced in the repair stage. Evaluating constraints means that current constraints found 

in the define phase of DMAIC have been removed or exploited. Management constraints were removed by using 

standardization of new jobs and SOPs for sewing and numbering processes. These physical constraints are 

exploited by creating a new workstation so that these obstacles do not interfere with the other operations. To 

increase the productivity, better conditions are proposed by using a new pull system for sewing lines and iron 

workplaces and proposing a new standardization of the four main sewing processes and a new SOP for the 

numbering process. This integrated model covers all three disciplines and allows companies to observe the 

possible results that can be found in the selection of improvements. 
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